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tracklisting:
01  reclaiming that which is ours - singing for the angel of the east (ordo rosarius equilibrio)
02  which word confines the truth - dancing to the sound of love & war (ordo rosarius equilibrio)
03  the future is today (ordo rosarius equilibrio)
04  i am the sun - anus dei (ordo rosarius equilibrio)
05  reclaiming that which is ours - singing for the angel of the east (  remix)
06  which word confines the truth - dancing to the sound of love & war ( remix)
07  the future is today (  remix)
08  i am the sun - anus dei ( remix)
09  reclaiming that which is ours - singing for the angel of the east (  remix)
10  which word confines the truth - dancing to the sound of love & war ( remix)
11  the future is today ( remix)
12  i am the sun - anus dei ( remix)
13  the future is today (  remix)

cd upc: 821272304524. release date: 22.06.2012

raubbau raub-004box
the limited boxset contains the 'four' cd, a metal pin in antique silver, a bar of bittersweet premium chocolate with red wine truffle filling, an 
embroidered patch, 3 stickers and one inlay, all packed in a deluxe white box with embossing. upc: 821272306825. 

historically, released in 2007, 'four' was the ep interlacing the last two albums ordo rosarius equilibrio put out on cold meat industry, and an 
augury of the popularity the band would subsequently achieve with their quality blend of neofolk, martial industrial and melodic compositions - 
and the first time tomas pettersson would use his distinct voice to sing rather than recite.

'four' constituted the first output on the raubbau label, and upon its release the original vinyl picture disc edition almost instantly sold out. so it 
comes as no surprise that there has been a high demand to make these tracks available again to ordo rosarius equilibrio’s ever-growing 
following, and raubbau now gives in to public interest and presents a fully remastered and largely expanded cd version of 'four' incl. remixes 
by mikael stavöstrand, empusae, arcana, thirteenth exile, fredrik leijström, tarmvred, geneviéve pasquier, xotox and spiral69!

'three times four' sets a fine example of what a re-release/remix album should be about, adding surprising new aspects to the basic material. 
the approaches applied by the remixers are quite diverse, nevertheless there is a constant level of quality and originality that ensures a 
coherent, satisfactory listening. see, there are really more than just four shades of darkness!

raubbau raub-004shirt
black shirt w/ frontprint in dark silver & red ink and backprint in dark silver ink. available sizes: girlie-shirt size S,M, men's shirt size S, M, L, XL
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release date: 22.06.2012

remixers webpages:
empusae. www.empusae.com
geneviéve pasquier. www.umbkollektif.com
mikael stavöstrand. www.sunset-diskos.com · www.facebook.com/mikaelstavostrand
xotox. www.xotox.info · www.facebook.com/xotoxmusic
spiral69. www.facebook.com/spiral69music · www.spiral69.bandcamp.com
thirteenth exile. www.thirteenthexile.com · www.myspace.com/thirteenthexile
fredrik leijström. www.facebook.com/fleijstrom
arcana. www.erebusodora.net/arcana

discography:
make love, and war (the wedlock of equilibrium). cd. cold meat industry. 2001 
make love, and war (the wedlock of roses). cd. cold meat industry. 2001 
cocktails carnage crucifixion and pornography. cd. cold meat industry. 2003 
satyriasis - somewhere between equilibrium and nihilism - w/ spiritual front. cd. cmi. 2005 
apocalips. cd & lp. cold meat industry. 2006 
four. 10". raubbau. 2007 
o n a n i - [practice makes perfect]. cd & lp cold meat industry. 2009 
do angels never cry, and heaven never fall?. cd & lp. out of line. 2010 
songs 4 hate & devotion. cd & lp. out of line. 2010

ordo rosarius equilibrio official websites: 

www.ordo-rosarius-equilibrio.net & www.facebook.com/ordorosariusequilibrio

raubbau official websites: www.raubbau.org & www.facebook.com/raubbau.label
distribution: ant-zen. audio & visual arts. p.o. box 1257 · 93135 lappersdorf · germany


